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SQL Server BI Developer with over 9 years of experience with MS SQL Server and 
worked extensively on Integration Services (SSIS), Reporting Services (SSRS) and 
Analysis Services (SSAS). Experience in installation, upgrading, and configuration 
of MS SQL Server database. Proficient in designing highly flexible Database 
Architectures and Data Modeling, Data Mapping, Table Normalization, 
Optimization, and Tuning. 

DECEMBER 2011 – PRESENT
SQL SERVER BI DEVELOPER - DAVITA MEDICAL GROUP

 Interacting with business users to gather business requirements and translate 
them into technical specifications and table design documents.

 Creating and developing the databases and database objects such as tables, 
indexes, views, stored procedures, functions, triggers and T-SQL code with 
proper grants to all the users and roles using SSMS 2014.

 Creating clustered and non-clustered indexes on the columns recommended by 
the query optimizer to improve the performance of the slow running queries and
stored procedures.

 Implementing the error handling in stored procedures using try-catch blocks.
 Implementing slowly changing dimensions (SCD) type-II for large datasets using

merge statements in stored procedures to maintain historical data in the data 
warehouse.

 Maintaining transactions(begin a transaction, commit transaction and rollback 
transaction) with error handling in stored procedures.

 Working with data migration from Oracle to SQL server 2014 and migrated 
PL/SQL code to SSIS packages.

2009 – 2011
SQL SERVER BI DEVELOPER  - ABC CORP

 Used script component in SSIS to capture the created/updated dates of the flat 
files from source and updated audit tables.

 Developed SSIS packages to validate, extract, transform and load data to data 
warehouse databases.

 Implemented control flow items like for each loop and for loop containers to 
process legacy flat files, data flow task to apply the business transformations, 
executed SQL task for stored procedures and SQL&rsquo;s, sent mail task to 
send notifications and file system task to archive the processed flat files.

 Implemented data flow transformations like condition split, data conversion, 
derived column, lookup, multicast, merge, oledb command and slowly changing 
dimension.
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 Designed a report on the monitoring of SQL server performance. This report 
gives a detail report to the management on the performance of the server.

 Maintained historical data in data warehouse used ETL to implement the slowly 
changing transformation.

 This is Dummy Description data, Replace with job description relevant to your 
current role. In case if you dont need it you can delete it.

EDUCATION

Masters in Computer Science - 2008 (University Of Bridgeport - Bridgeport, CT )

SKILLS

DATABASE, MS SQL Server, SQL, SQL Server, T-SQL, Microsoft SSIS, Stored Procedures, 
Database, Microsoft SSRS, Business Intelligence, ETL, Data Warehouse, Reporting.
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